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CloudLines: Compact Display of Event Episodes in Multiple
Time-Series
Milos Krstajic, Enrico Bertini, and Daniel A. Keim
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Fig. 1. CloudLines visualization of key politicians appearing in the news during February 2011 . The technique allows detection of
visual clusters in a compressed view of multiple time series, enhanced with distortion interaction techniques for individual data item
analysis.
Abstract- We propose incremental time-series visualization technique with interactive distortion as a way to deal with time-based
representations of large and dynamic event data sets in limited space. Modern data analysis challenges in the domains of news
publishing, network security and fi nancial services require scalable solutions that will help th e users to analyze th e event data on
atomic level while retaining the temporal context. The incremental nature of the data implies that visualizations have to necessarily
change their content and still provide comprehensible representations. In this paper, we deal with the need to keep an eye on recent
events together with providing a context on the past and making relevant patterns accessible at any scale. Our method adapts to
the incoming data by using a decay function to let the items fade away according to their relevance. Since access to details is
also important, we also provide a magnifying lens technique which takes into account the distortions introduced by the logarithmic
time scale to enhance readability in selected areas of interest. We demonstrate the validity of our techniques by applying them on
incremental data coming from online news streams in different time frames .
Index Terms- Increm ental Visualization , Event-based Data, Lens Distortion.

INTRODUCTION

Online news sources publish news that report on real-world events of
di fferent importance. The data is generated at non-equidistant time
intervals, making it different from other time seri es data, such as any
typc of mcasurcmcnt data, whi ch is sa mplcd at fixcd timc intcrval s.
Each data item in news streams carries valu able information in both
its timestamp and its content. On the other hand, when these virtual
even.ts come from di fferent sources, but are related to the same rea lworld event, they create sequences (event episodes) that differ in importance based on their volume and time density. Thi s dual nature of
such event-based data crea tes signifi cant chall enges for its analys is.
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In the last years a lot of research has been conducted on time seri es
representations. One of the lines in research is how to deal with recent
data, whi ch has more importance than the data that was acquired before, and how to put th e incoming data in the context of the past. Al so,
in many applicati ons, there is a need to have direct access to individual
data items in multiple time seri es. However, time seri es datasets are
often very long, and the amount of data makes analysis of individual
data items very dirA cull. U suall y, data is either aggregated or sampled
to reduce overplotting, thu s leading to the loss of information. Besides
using automated algorithms for analysis, such as pattern detecti on or
measuring simil ari ty, many tasks could be more effi cientl y solved by
using interactive vi sualization tools th at would include the analyst at
di fferent stages of the explorati on process .
A nother important aspect of today's time series data is that it usually comes in dynamic informati on streams, which puts additi onal constraints for visual representati on of such data. T he visuali zati on has to
be incrementally updated, without distractin g the user and his understanding of the data that he is working with. In many applicati ons,
such as the anal ysis of news , network traffic or financial data, concurrent analysis of multiple series is needed, which allow the analyst
to make sense about ongoing relati onships between the different categories of time series data. Limited screen space makes thi s type of
analysis uif'fi cull. Whil e so me research has been conuucled on visual
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Fig. 2. Step-by-step construction of a single CloudLine. (top) A sequence of event data on a linear timeline, where each event is represented by a
circle. It is practically impossible to distinguish between the high and low density areas. (midd/e) The same sequence after mapping the importance
function to opacity of each circle. Importance function is described in Section 4. The change in opacity levels shows the structure of the sequence
better. However, overplotting and the fact that maximum opacity can be reached very quickly don't allow for finer details in high density areas to be
shown. (bottom) Importance function mapped to both opacity and size of th e circles. Several event episodes can be identified much more easily.

representations that would allow the user to explore the low level details of interest within long time series, to the best of our knowledge
there is little work that deals with multiple time series event data.
To address these issues we developed C loudLines, a technique for
interactive visual analysis of multiple time series event data. We use
timeline distortion techniques to accommodate more space for recent
data for interaction with individual data items. At the same time, we
employ Focus+Context approach to allow inspection of data points
in highly compressed areas. While giving direct access to individual
data points (events), our technique also allows quick detection of event
.
episodes, i.e. high density sequences of events.
In this paper we describe the following contributions:
• A compact visualization for time series event data, which: 1)
takes into account the distribution of the data points, 2) shows
recent data with minimal overlap, and 3) allows easy detection
of important event episodes.
• A lens-based interaction for direct access to overlapping events.
• Demonstration of the approach by applying it to multiple time
series acq uired from the real-world news streams.
2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we are addressing the problem of designing a compact
display for multiple event-based long time series data, which would
provide global overview of the whole dataset and allow atomic analysis of individual events. Besides the fact that the limited screen real
estate causes high overlapping of these data, we are also addressing the
problem of putting the more relevant recent data in the context of the
past. Our space-efficient so luti on helps in comparing multiple time series at once, while it can also be used for displaying single time series
when vertical space is limited (for example, on the screens of mobile
devices).
Data . We're working with events, i.e. time-stamped data points
that arrive in data streams at non -eq uidi stant time intervals. The
changing rate at which the events arrive creates new data processing
and visualization challenges, which usually do not exist when working with streaming data that comes in at regular intervals, such as any
type of measurement data. Additionally, each event contains not just
a numerical value, but is rich in content, providing meta information
that is of great interest for the user. Therefore, it is important to allow
direct interaction with events on the atomic level. Events can belong to
different categories, or we can acquire different event data streams for
which simultaneous analysis is needed. Since our timestamps are not
equidistant, sequences of events that are close in time can he defined
as event episodes. These high density areas are of great importance,
because they show important local features of the event data stream.
On the other hand, low density areas could be under certain conditions
regarded as noise.

3
3.1

RELATED WORK

Time Series Visualizations

A lot of research has been conducted on visual analysi s of time series .
A framework for categorization of different approaches is described by
Aigner et al. [I] . In [24], Muller and Schumann provide a review of
time-dependent data techniques. Pixel visualization for time series in
circle segments is described in [2], time series bitmaps used for working with large time-series databases in [21], while more details about
multi-resolution techniques for large time series can be found in [10].
Javed et al. [14] compare different techniques for visualization of multiple time series. In [25], Pal panas et al. describe amnesic functions
for approx imat ion of thc timc serics data with fidclity proportional to
its age.
Data streams are continuously updated, and time-stamped data arrive in rapid, time-varying fashion making the volume of the stream
unpredictable and unbounded [4] . Design of effective visualizations
is strongly constrained by these dynamic properties [8]. LiveRac, a
tool for visual exploration of system management time series data is
described in [23], where semantic zooming of time series is presented.

3.2

Focus+Context

SignalLens [16] is a method for Focus+Context analysis of single long
time series from electronic measurements. Details about lens construction can be found in the Framework for unifying presentation space by
Carpendale and Montagnese [6] and details about achieving hi gh magnification in [7]. Sigma lenses [26] use dynami c translucence to create
transition between focus and context.

3.3

Text Data Streams

In the analysis of textual time series collections, visualization of term
trends in a collection of documents in a stacked graph is described in
ThemeRiver [II]. Text visual analytics system TIARA [28] extends
the stacked graph visualization metaphor used in ThemeRiver to show
development of topics in collections of email s and patient records by
integrating tag clouds in the topic layers . Thread Arcs [15] visualizes
threads from a collection of emai ls. EventRiver [22] is a visual analytics system for analysis of temporal development of news events
and event groups retri eved from broadcast news data. In [l9] , the
authors present an algorithm for real -time news aggregation into article threads with a dynamic visualization technique, where important
artic le threads are shown aligned on a time axis to give insight into
their temporal development. Incremental change in collection of documents which are projected in 2D plane by highlighting new (fresh)
and o ld (stale) documents is presented in [13] . The use of animation
for transitions in time series can be found in the taxonomy by Heer
and Robertson [12].
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Fig. 3. Linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom) timeline with mu ltiple time series. While both visuali zations a ll ow detection of event episodes,
logarithmic tim e line allows direct interaction with recent events. The data used in this figure is weekly data described in Section 6.

4

DES IGN

When recent events have hi gher importance, we allow logarithmi c distortion of the timeline to provide easy access to these events while
keeping an informative context of the past. Each event (data item) is
displayed as a c ircle of minimum object size for vi sibility and interaction. Circu lar objects allow better distinction th an rectangular in case
of sligh t overlap. Logarithmic timeline allows for smooth transition
with in the di storted display space, while other approaches that deal
with space partitioning were proposed in the past [10].
Let's take a naive approach. Linear scaling of one month of event
data without overlapping and aggregation on a 1,200 pixels wide display, with event object width of 5 pixels, would allow a total of 240
events. With I pixel not overlapp ing thi s number could go up to 1,200,
thus creating a line of indistinguishable event data. By using object
transparency this number could theoretically go up to 120,000 (assuming that each object is shown at I % of fu ll opacity). However, this hypothetical example would make individual item inspection completely
meaningless . Besides, this would mean around 40 pixels for each day
for one month of data, which is less than 2 pixels per hour.
By giving more space for recent data, and compressing the past,
under the sa me circumstances, we provide much more space for the
inspection of individual data items in the present, whil e creating high
compression of the data in the past.
Event episode as visual cluster. In a less radical scenario,
where the ratio of available space to observed tim.e window of interest is more favourable and the distortion of the time ax is is not
needed, our visualization can allow the user to easi ly distinguish between areas with hi gh density (event episodes) and areas with low den sity. Typically, detection of event episodes can be solved by combining
data aggregation and different visualization techniques, e.g. by plotting frequencies at di screte time points, interpolation and stacking [1 I ]
or histogram and cubi c spline interpolation [22]. However, these ap-

proaches di splay pre-calculated clusters of data, while we're working
on the ato mi c level, whi ch reveals finer structure o r the data and shins
the decision making process of what is a cluster from an automated
algorithm to the user. Also, thi s approach makes the precomputation
less expensive.
Color . Multiple time series require compact visualization technique that will use as little amount of ve rtical space as possible. To
support easy row identifi cati on , besides using positioning, we ' re coloring time series converted from color map suggested by ColOl'Brewer
[5] , which suggests a total of II different colors for qualitative data.
Sincc the position ing along thc y-axis is fi xcd in our case, wc can rcpeat this color map on a larger number of categories without confusing
the user. During our experiments with different time frames, datasets,
and distortion functions, we noticed that the technique also works well
in analysis of single time-series data for getting a quick overview and
detection of potentially interesting areas. In these cases, color cou ld
be mapped to a different feature of the data.
By using real-world data. we have identifi ed two overl apping factors thal make detection of event episodes difficu lt, regardl ess of the
linea r or distorted timeline. The first Factor is overlapping that is due
to limi ted space, which can lead to event episodes overlapping each
other. This effect is especiall y noticeable when working with distorted
timelines. The second factor is the low density event data that is actually noise. To deal with this problem, we combine kernel density
estimation, truncation function and lens distortion as focus plus context technique.

4.1

Density estimation

The overplotting effects in time series are a well know n problem that
may be solved to some extent by aggregation or sampling, thus leading to the loss of information [10]. In our approach, we are keeping
aggrega tion to th e minimum and leave the visual cluster identification
to the user. Since we have a high overlap of event data in the past due
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Fig. 4. Kernel density estimate (blue curve) showing individual Gaussian kernels constructed around data points on the horizontal axis (red
dashed curves) [29] .

to high logarithmic comprcssion, wc nced to find a way to "pcnalizc"
low density regions, while "rewarding" high density regions.
As we have described earlier, overplotting can be caused by different factors and can not be easily avoided when working with data
on atomic level. To overcome this problem, we propose a method
that combines event importance function with density estimation and
cut-off (truncation) function . Kernel density estimation is a nonparametric method for estimation of probability density function of
a variable. The theoretical background can be found in [27] and a
simple example of constructing a kernel density estimate from several
data points using Gaussian kernel is shown in Figure 4.
The idea behind using kernel estimator is to amplify the signal coming from the high dense areas and at the same time to reduce the signal
in the low density areas.

4.2

inlp(ei) = f(t) x g(di(t))

(I)

where t is the age of the item ei, f(t) is decay function and g(di(t))
is a density factor.
ImpOltance function for each individual item is mapped to its size
and opacity. Decay function is position dependent part of the importance function . Depending on the amount of compression, noise and
data volume, f(t) can be defined as exponential decay function:

f(t) = f(O) x e( - //~)

(2)

=I.

Density factor is density-dependent part of the importance function
and it is calculated as
g (di (t ))

di(t)
DII/ax t

= Y,lIax X - -(- )

(3)

Here, di(t) is kernel density estimate of event ei at time t, DII/ax(t) is
the maximum density estimate in the current time window, and Y,lIax is
cocfficicnt uscdto normalizc thc hcight of thc objccts to maximum al lowed height for each time series. We use the density factor for highly
compressed areas, where the overlap is high because of the size of
each individual item, thus rewarding high density areas and penalizing
low density areas. Tt is recalculated at user-specifi ed time interval s to
accommodate new data, with smooth transitions between the old and
the new values.

4.3

DII/ax(t)
cuto ff()
X = --XII/ax

X

Iog (XII/ax
-- x t)
Til/ax

(4)

where DII/ax(t) is the maximum density in the current time window,
XII/ax is the width of the display, and Til/ax is the width of the time
window. Therefore, if density value di of an event ei happening at
time ti is greater than the value of the cut-off funct ion at time ti, the
item should be visible.
The results of mapping the importance function and the cut-off
function to opacity and size of objects representing event data in a
single time-series are shown in Figure 2. To demonstrate the idea of
saving screen space with our technique, we have compared a line chart
and a CloudLine, showing the same sample dataset, in Figure 5.

4.4

Importance function

For an event ei, where i E (I , ... ,N), importance funct ion imp(ei) is
defined as

where'!' is mean lifetime and f(O)

affect the calculations, interaction and rendering of the visualization.
This is especially the case when long time series contai n bursts [18] of
events around few peaks. When working with news data, like in our
motivating example, we can expect to have such data shapes and low
density areas can be treated as noise. Time-series can be truncated to
areas around the peak, like in [30] , where data is truncated from I year
to 128 hours, when it fa ll s to around 10% of the peak value.
In our case, the newer data is considered more important than the
older data and this method can't be directly applied_ Since the old
events are less important then the new events, the noise removal threshold should increase with the age of data. Therefore, a cut-off function
is needed, which is used to decide if the item ei should be visible or
not. As a positive side effect, the compressed old data will leave only
the most important event episodes due to a stronger truncation.
C loudLines technique implements different cut-off functions, such
as logarithmic, square root, exponential or quadratic to compare their
effect. Experiments with different datasets showed that concave functions in general give better results.

Static vs Dynamic Visualization

The technique could be used in both static and dynamic scenarios. It
is known that animation is not suitable for describing change of many
objects on the screen, but under some circumstances, when the user
is given the possibility to control the playback, the animation can be
usefu l. I n these cases, it is necessary to find a good way to show new
data that was acquired while the user was analyzing the old dataset.
In our tool, it is possible to automatically adjust the time window of
the observed time series and switch between the static visualization,
where new data is added at fixed display coordinates, and th e dynam ic
visualization, where data items move from present to the past according to the underlying trajectory function. In our approach, although
not all of the used techniques and algorithms are incremental by nature, it would be possible to extend the approach into a fu ll y incrementa l solution. Currently, the algorithm used to calculate kernel dens ity
estimates at observed data points is rerun at constant user-defined time
intervals on the whole dataset, but it could be replaced with an online
kernel density estimation algorithm, to adapt the densities on the incremental updates only. To avoid abrupt changes in the display that could
be caused by sudden change of the density values, we used smooth
animated transitions that allow the user to understand the changes.
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Cut-off function

By estimating densities of our event data points, we decreased the impact of low density areas on the information display. However, the
high vulume or long time-series in these areas can sti ll significantly

Fig. 5. Li nec hart vs Cloud Li ne. Compact des ign of CloudLine saves
expensive screen real estate, whi le keeping impo rtant visua l features of
the time series shape.
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Fig . 6. Lens magnification of a s ingle time series in different regions of interest. The time series shows weekly event data (Feb 21 - Feb 28,
2011) for Sarack Obama. The details about the dataset are given in the Section Examples. From top to bottom: 1) Original CloudLine without
magnification; 2)-4) Magnified areas are s hown with th e yellow rectang le .

5
5.1

INTERACTION

Lens magnification with event data

The visua l density of the disp lay ca n lead to thc occlusion of finc details in a large dataset. This is especiall y noticeable in the regions
of " max imum age" and hi gh data density, when the logarithmic distortion of the timeline is used. To overcome thi s problem, we couple
proposed visua li zation meth od with mag nifi ca ti on lens distorti o n technique, wh ich all ows a fine-detai led ana lysis of individual event dara
points. Focus+Context approach provides a detailed view [9] of an
interestin g short interval within the global overview of the long time
seri es . The proposed focus plus context technique is further improved
to all ow undi storted view in the focus reg ion, whi le providing smooth
transitio n in the areas connecting the focus and context space.

Interaction mechanics. The size of [he lens, as well as mag nifi cation level and the width of the focus region can be set by the user.
When the lens is turned on, the user can inspect the time series by
c1ick-and -drag, and when the mouse button is released, the lens is left
in its last position. When an object inside the focus region is selected,
the respective event detail s are given on demand. If the user clicks outside of the lens area, the lens is repositioned and can be moved around
the screen until this feature is turned off.
Details on demand . Working with time series on ite m level is
meaningfu l when each item carri es information and this information
has to be available for direct access for the user. For example, when
working with news event data, where an. event represents a timestamped news article, eac h ite m can be enriched with different metadata information , such as the urI of the article, title, image, etc. Thi s
req uirement is re fl ected in our first decision to show a single event as
an object that has a minimum size that is appropriate for interaction.
Sometimes, more items can arrive at exactly the same time, and in
these cases, the user shou ld be provided with details on demand for all
underlying data.

6

Fig . 7. Lens schema from [7]
Lenses have been extensively resea rched in the human co mputer
interaction and information vi suali zati o n communiti es. Only recently
[1 7] hi g h mag nifi cati on lenses have heen more thorough ly researched
as a suitable Focus+Context tec hnique in long time series. In our approach, we employ a similar idea with two important differences: I)
our time series are event-based, not aggregated, and 2) we propose an
improve ment of a classical lens des ign th at provides undi storted di splay of the focus region in a di storted space.
Similarly to SingalLens des ign [ 17], our lens design is based on a
model described by Carpendale and Montagnese in their Elastic Presentati o n Framework [6] . Each lens is described by a focus region of
a widthf, mag nification factor II! and drop-off areas elf in wh ich different functions can be used to give smooth transition between focus
and context regions. In [7], Carpendale et al. have desc ribed differenl distorrion functions used to ac hi eve hi g h magnifi cation in Elasti c
Presentation Framework.
In C loud Lines, we emp loy two di ffe rent types of magn ification
len. es : I) lens wilh linear magnification , and 2) lens w ith expo nenti al mag nifi ca ti o n o r loga rithmi c conten t.

EXAMPLES

To demonstrate our approach, we applied it to the news entities time
series data collected by EM M news service [3] [20]. We present two
exampl es that differ in volume and time range and show how CloudLines can be used in two different scenarios : I) exp lo ratio n of multip le
long time series from o ne mo nth of news event data; and 2) monitoring
o r 24 hours o r news event data, and discuss the benefits and drawbacks
of our solution .

6.1

Cloud Lines for multiple long time series news exploration

The entity event data represent the most mentioned politicians during
February 20 II and eac h event contains info rmation about a news articl e that is menti onin g a specifi c person (shown in Fig ure 8) . When
wo rki ng w ith multipl e time-series, finding an opti mal way to sort the
time-seri es is a difficult prohlem that goes beyo nd the scope of thi s
work. The problem is addressed in detail in [30] and relates to the
q ucstion of findin g an optima l timc scrics sim il arity mcas urc. Thc
vo lumc of distin ct time se ri cs can vary g reatly and can bc difficult to
compare. When working with incremental data, thi s problem has to
take into account re-w rtin g and has lo allow 1'01' erficiem co mputati on .
In our case, we have chosen 16 time series with hi g hest overall po pularity during the whole month and sorted th em in a descending order.

Normalization. Time seri es can be normali zed acco rding to the
different criteria, such as no rmali zatio n to the ove rall volume of eac h
time series, or to the peak value, etc. Tn Figure 8, the time series are
norm ali zed to the max imum peak va lue for eac h di stinct time-series,
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Fig. 8. CloudLines applied on the news entities data taken during February 2011. Dataset consisting of around 117,000 events for 16 politicians
with the highest volume during the whole month are shown (names are displayed on the right side). Compact vis ualization immediately reveals
important eve nt episodes. The fin e structure of the data, such as the "pulse" of online publishing is also visible, showing high e r acti vity in the
afternoons. Detailed analysis of the visualization is given in the Subsection 6.1.

since we would like to be able to see si mil ar event episodes when
they occur across different time series. Alternatively, the user can also
choose to normalize the data to the maximum overall peak in our tool.
Looking at the visuali zation, several event episodes stand out and
details can be revealed through interaction, which is described in
the Section 5. After analyzing these interesting vi sual clusters, the
hi ghlighted and numbered regions in Figure 8 relate to the following
events:
I. The crisis in Egypt during the first half of February 2011 .
2. The crisis in Libya in the second half of February 2011.
3. A short event episode related to Michele Alliot-Marie,
France's foreign minister and her ties to Thnisia's ousted
president Ben Ali, after which she resigned from her position .

4. The (German defense minister) Guttenberg plagiarism scandal.
Add itiona lly, the visualization reveals the fine stru cture of th e data,
such as a higher volume of published articles in the afternoon, describe
the "pulse" of online news sources . The goal of the examples in our
work is to demonstrate the validity of our technique for quick detection
of important temporal event sequences in mUltiple long time series,
although deeper analysi s of each of these events is also possible.
The example shows one important feature of this type of event data:
the data varies greatly in shape and it can't be easily modeled as bursts
[/8].

6.2

Cloud Lines in News Monitoring

In our second example (show n in Figure 9), we are presenting the
results of our approach on 24 hours of news event data in a monitoring
scenario with the same choice of named entities as in the previous
example. This time window is chosen for a scenario in which the
user is aware of the current events, but needs to be able to follow any
new incoming data. The visual density is much lower and allows the
ana lyst to inspect individual events more easily.
The Figure 9 shows transfo rmation of the visualized data with our
method app li ed in conscc utivc stcps, g iving the fi na l result in thc last
sub f·igure. Direct access to the new iLems is avai lab le im mediately, and
the user can il1leract with the newest events without magnification.

7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion . In this section we will give some additional remarks
regarding the scalability and weaknesses of our approach. The techniques used in our approach ca n be adju sted to various application scenarios to satisfy different scalabi lity and performance criteria. For the
analys is of non-incremental data, ollline density estimati on has to be
computed only once and the rendering could be optimized for highly
overl app ing events. In our first use case, around I 17 ,000 events are
processed and shown in Figure 8. To speed up the rendering, the overlapping events could be truncated and represented by a single object
whose opacity would be the sum of underlying events, if their di stance
is less th an a pre-defined e, which depends on the loss of informati on
that is acceptable for the user. The challenge, which is a pm"! of our
current research efforts, is seamless retrieval and re-rendering of truncated events in the focus region during user interaction . In our seco nd
case (Figure 9), which is focused on a shorter time window (24 hours),
around 7,000 events are show n.
Kernel density estimators are known for having problems with tail
regions of the distribution. This is es pecially problematic with the latest even ts, which will get undersmoothed due to the applied method.
Second, density es tim aLion is per rormed onl ine and re-run at userspecified tim e intervals. This Fact curren tl y prevents our design from
being fully incremental for (near) real -time data stream monitoring.
However, this problem can be overcome by applying an appropriate
online density estimation algorithm and will be part of our futu re work.
The bas ic idea of our approach is to di splay mUltiple time series
on atom ic (event) level, i.e. without aggregation, and to allow in situ
anal ys is of si ngle events. The size of the event objects can introd uce
overplotting, especially in hi gh density areas . The objects would have
to be I pixel wide to minimi ze this problem, however the interaction
would be practically impossible with such a design. There is no easy
solution to overcome this problem for eac h and every dataset and limited screen space. Therefore, when hi gh density m·eas (event episodes)
are identified, the magniFyin g lens is used for direct inspection , thus
removing overplotting in the focus region. In Figure 9, it can be seen
that circles of the same size have different transparency. This is due
to the fact that the events occur at the exact same points in time. The
difference in size between circles strongly depends on the chosen kernel bandwidth and local density estimate. The effect of alpha-blendin g
overplolting increases with circle size sign ificant ly and thi s perceptual
iss ue is a limitati on that we would li ke to address in our future work.
Conclusion . In thi s paper, we have presented a novel interactive
visualization approach for the analysis of mu ltiple time series in lim-
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Fig . 9. News monitoring scenario: Transformation of news entity event data in a 24 hour time window, taken on February 21, 2011. The data is
appearing on the x-axis from left to right (12:00 AM is the boundary on the left, 11 :59 PM is on the right). 6,756 events are shown . From top to
bottom: 1) Raw data with high overlapping on a linear timeline; 2) Density based transformation ; 3) Logarithmic distortion of the timeline gives more
space for th e latest events and compresses the past data into visual clusters ; 4) Magnification lens applied on the past - focus region with lower
density is now visible, and drop-off functions create more compressed areas that connect focus and context. Interaction with individual events is
now possible.
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ited space. The idea behind CloudLines desi gn is to explore the limits
of large scale event data analysis on atomic level in limited space. Our
first results show that our meth od with proposed Focus+Context techniques is worth further research. In our future work, we would like
to evaluate our method with a formal user study. While we haven't
conducted such a user study so far, the examples show the promising
direction of our approach.
To demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of our approach,
we have applied the techniques on a high-volume real world dataset
in two ex treme case exa mples. Tn our first example, we worked on
one month of news entities event data and showed how the proposed
technique can be used to:
• detect important event episodes in the time series
• show the fin e structure of the event epi sode shapes
• interact with time series on atomic level
In our second example, we used 24 hour of news entities event data and
demonstrated how the technique could be used for real -time monitoring in short time frames . Additionally, our experiments showed that
the proposed visualization method could also be suitable for single
time series. We believe that our approach can scale well with different
data vol umes, display resolutions and time ranges.
As part of our future work, we would like to improve the current
lens magnifi ca tion techniqu e. Currently, we' re using a cut-o ff fun ction
which truncates the data in order to remove the noise in the overview
and increase performanc e. We allow the interaction in the regions of
interes t by llsing lens magnifi cation as a Focus+Co ntex t technique.
Thi s technique could be improved by integrating a variation of semantic zoom, which would allow the retrieval of removed items at different
zoom levels, based on their importance values.
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